GACB-2 on Wyr-Grid Pathway

1. #12-24 Mounting Screw 45 lbf-in [5.08 N.m]
2. Two Cable Tie Mounting Options (Cable Ties not included)
3. Telecommunications Equipment Bonding Conductors (TEBC)

Use GACBJ618U to bond Wyr-Grid system to ground bar

GACB-3 on Wyr-Grid Pathway

1. #12-24 Mounting Screw 45 lbf-in [5.08 N.m]
2. Paint Piercing Teeth

#6 AWG PRE-TERMINATED JUMPERS
- GACBJ68U 8" LENGTH
- GACBJ612U 12" LENGTH
- GACBJ618U 18" LENGTH

USE GACBJ618U TO BOND WYR-GRID SYSTEM TO GROUND BAR
## GACB-2 on LADDER RACK

1. GACB-2 on Ladder Rack

2. #12-24 Mounting Screw
   - 45 lbf-in [5.08 N.m]

3. Use GACBJ618U to bond ladder rack system to ground bar

### LADDER RACK SPECS.
- WIDTH = 3/8"
- HEIGHT = 1-1/2" - 2"
- MAX. PAINT THICKNESS = .0040"
- SOLID OR TUBE

## GACB-3 on LADDER RACK

1. GACB-3 on Ladder Rack

2. #12-24 Mounting Screw
   - 45 lbf-in [5.08 N.m]

3. Use GACBJ618U to bond ladder rack system to ground bar

### Bond Sections Together
- Using GACBJ68U, GACBJ612U, OR GACBJ618U

### Paint Piercing Teeth

### Two Cable Tie Mounting Options
- (Cable Ties not included)